Local Residents B submissions to the Birmingham City Council
electoral review
This PDF document contains submissions from local residents with surnames
beginning with B.
Some versions of Adobe allow the viewer to move quickly between
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From: V. K. Bahal (Synatel) [
Sent: 14 June 2016 12:59
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: re :

Election Boundaries Commission
Please note that we wish for our property,
to be included in the Harborne Ward and NOT in the Quinton Ward.

Mr V. K. Bahal & Mrs S K Bahal
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Note: This e-mail (and any attachments) is/are confidential and may be privileged. If you are not the intended recipient of this message, please notify the
sender and do not read, copy, use or disclose this communication to others. Any opinions or views expressed which are of a personal nature are not
necessarily those of the company. The company reserves the right to monitor all e-mail communications. Note: Synatel Instrumentation Ltd accepts no
responsibility for any viruses or problems arising from any e-mail or file attachments. It is your responsibility to scan e-mails and attachments before they are
opened.
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From: Adrian Bailey
Sent: 20 June 2016 23:55
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Birmingham

Please find attached my submission regarding Birmingham's new wards.
Adrian Bailey
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Submission to LGBCE
Birmingham's new wards
20 June 2016
Although the Commission has made considerable improvements to its proposals for wards in the
city, there are still some shortcoming to be addressed.
Contents
Page 1: General
Page 2-4: Balsall Heath
Page 5: Kingstanding; Aston; Alum Rock
Page 6-7: Ward names
General
“In parts of the city we received a large volume of submissions on specific wards: Moseley, Acocks
Green, Hall Green, Edgbaston, Erdington, Sutton Coldfield.”
Most of the report is given over to the submissions from these six areas, and to the wholesale
revisions the Commission makes in these areas. What do you notice about these six areas? They
form a list of most of the middle-class areas of the city. Inner-city areas, lower-class areas and
immigrant areas are, generally speaking, missing from the list. How can this be? The Commission's
draft recommendations were uniformly poor and yet there is a marked contrast between the effort
they have gone to to revise their proposals in the six areas listed.
Less middle-class areas will be less involved in the process, and therefore the Commission should
do more to balance its efforts and responses accordingly. The number of submissions in these areas
was lower (reflecting the nature of the areas, not the quality of the proposals) and these submissions
have been virtually ignored.

Specific areas
Moseley, Balsall Heath and Sparkbrook
Your draft proposals in this area were very poor, but you've only corrected them in the area where
most noise was made, i.e. Moseley. Your proposed Balsall Heath ward misses a great opportunity to
align ward boundaries more closely with communities they serve. It's almost ridiculous, how much
of Balsall Heath is not in your proposed ward. Some features of the district that are not in your
ward include the Ladypool Road (traditionally the heart of Balsall Heath), Pickwick Park, Clifton
School, St Paul's Community Development Trust, and last but not least Balsall Heath Park (!)

Commission's proposal (red) versus traditional Balsall Heath (green)
Where is Balsall Heath?
Traditionally, Balsall Heath is a rectangular-ish area. The parish boundary was formed by the River
Rea in the west, Stoney Lane in the east and Highgate Road in the north. The boundary with
Moseley in the south is less easy to see, but longtime residents know where it is. One clue is where
Church Road changes name to Ladypool Road. At one time this was the boundary between
Warwickshire and Worcestershire. The B12 postal district doesn't exactly match the parish
boundaries, but it's pretty close. http://visionofbritain.org.uk/unit/10294538/boundary

Balsall Heath in 1885
These are not matters of opinion, they are facts, and you know them, yet you choose to ignore them.
If we're going to be generous, your Balsall Heath ward contains about half of the actual Balsall
Heath.
There's no point having a single-member ward in order to better represent a community if most of
the people in the community are not in the ward.
Recommendations for Balsall Heath ward
Balsall Heath Forum has made a decent proposal for a Balsall Heath & Highgate ward (You have
also included part of Highgate in your Sparkbrook ward) but working on the assumption that you'll
find it difficult to create such a ward because of the knock-on effects, I propose a good alternative
that can be achieved within a small area, affecting only four wards.
Although the traditional western boundary is the River Rea, the Calthorpe area is often considered
to be an extension of the area, so the western ward boundary is satisfactory. The southern boundary
(with the oversize Moseley ward) should be returned to its traditional alignment south of Birchwood
Crescent.
As far as the alignment of the boundary with Sparkbrook is concerned, Balsall Heath is slightly too
small for two seats, so a small part of Sparkbrook (and Highgate) would need to be included in the
ward. The best alignment is probably the Stratford Road, with a single-member Sparkbrook ward on
the east side of the road, between the road and the Spark Brook itself. To bring the electorate of the
new Sparkbrook ward down, the area east of the river Cole (this area is not park of Sparkbrook) is
transferred to Sparkhill ward.

Electorates (2015)
Balsall Heath 6824 +DDC+DDD+DDE+DDF = 13559
Sparkbrook 14652 -DDC-DDE-DDF -DCI(part approx 889) -DEE(part approx 1033) = 7274
Sparkhill 13109 +DCI(part approx 889) +DEE(part approx 1033) = 15031
Moseley 15919 -DDD = 14640
The two halves of this larger Balsall Heath ward could of course be split into two West and East
wards.

My proposed revision for the Balsall Heath area

North Birmingham
Although you've bowed to pressure and submitted better proposals for the wards east of the College
Road you've neglected to address the complaints regarding Kingstanding and Oscott. Your plans
here exactly follow the Labour group's proposals, despite Labour providing no evidence for them,
whilst ignoring the community group's proposals (North Birmingham Together) which are
supported by local residents, including myself. Labour's argument, based on types of housing, is
unacceptable and flies in the face of community cohesion. See the Conservative group's proposals
for a suitable boundary between these two wards.
You should extend the Aston ward eastwards beyond the Aston Expressway to the Lichfield Road.
The Expressway cuts through Aston and does not form Aston's border. To counterbalance the
increase in the ward electorate, the ward's border with Newtown can be shifted north to Victoria
Road. (Newtown is part of Aston.)

Aston in 1899
East Birmingham
The most glaring problem with the Commission's proposals is the extension of the Glebe Farm ward
into Alum Rock. The area west of Station Road needs to be apportioned between the neighbouring
wards (Yardley West & Stechford, Heartlands, Alum Rock and Ward End), even if it means that
there are wards with electorates 10% higher than the average.

WARD NAMES
Alum Rock is the wrong name for a ward as constituted under your proposals. Much of Alum Rock
is in your Glebe Farm and Heartlands wards. This ward needs to be called “Saltley”. Saltley is a
significant community, as well as being the traditional name of this area.

East Birmingham in 1939
Your Balsall Heath and Sparkbrook wards are both misnamed. If they stay largely unchanged,
please address the naming problem in order that people are not misled or mis-represented. Balsall
Heath should be renamed “Balsall Heath West” or possibly “Calthorpe”. Sparkbrook could be
renamed “Sparkbrook & Balsall Heath East” but that's a bit of a mouthful, so a better alternative
might be “Sparkbrook & Ladypool”.
Birchfield is the area either side of the Birchfield Road. Therefore your ward should be named
“Birchfield West”.
Handsworth is split in a jigsaw fashion between several wards, and this mightn't be so bad if it
wasn't for the fact that you've named one of those wards simply “Handsworth” as though that ward
covered the entire 40,000+ voters of Handsworth. If the ward boundaries stay as proposed, it's
important that the ward names change.
For example, either:
Holyhead > Handsworth West .......... Handsworth > Handsworth East
or
Holyhead > Holyhead …...... Handsworth > Handsworth Park
Your Northfield ward contains only a small part of Northfield so should be renamed “Northfield
Centre”.

Soho & Jewellery Quarter
It's a shame that the Handsworth part of this ward can't be in a Handsworth ward but if the ward
boundaries stay as proposed, more consideration needs to be given to the name. Firstly, a major
component of the ward is Winson Green, which is not represented in the proposed name. Secondly,
wards represent people, not businesses, so a more people-centred name would be appropriate.
Therefore I'd suggest “Winson Green & Hockley”, “Hockley & Soho” or even simply the traditional
“All Saints”

Adrian Bailey
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Birm ingham Dis t ric t
P er sonal Detai l s:
N am e:

Richard Bailey

E-m ail:

r

P ostcode:
Organ isation N am e:

Comment tex t:
Dear LGBCE, Having commented on the previous proposals for Moseley to express my significant
concerns with the proposed boundaries, and to fully support the proposals made by the local
community associations and residents, I now felt I should also respond positively to say thank you
for listening to all who live here and know very clearly where and what Moseley is. Obviously there
was need for significant change from the initial proposals, but I was probably not alone in just
expecting them to be continued with despite the weight of all local opinion. So once again, thank
you for listening to the community on this occasion and I very fully support the new local ward
proposals for Moseley which I feel may actually benefit the local community and governance rather
than very significantly undermine it.

U pl oaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/8084
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From: Mukhtiar Bains
Sent: 24 June 2016 15:14
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Fwd: Proper representation for Sutton Coldfield : new consultation

Sutton Mere Green:
We propose only a small change for this ward with Little Sutton moving into the Sutton Roughley
Ward. This area, which runs off Dower Road and encompasses roads such as Ley Hill Road and
Trinity Road, is only connected to Mere Green by one small road, Jordan Close and therefore is a
much better fit with the Sutton Roughley Ward. This means that the busy Little Sutton Lane is no
longer split between two wards. It also ensures that the boundary runs to the busy roundabout at
Four Oaks Station, which forms an excellent natural boundary.
Sutton Four Oaks:
Here again we propose only a very small change which sees the busy A5127 Lichfield Road used as
the boundary between the Tamworth Road (A453) junction and Four Oaks train station, with both
acting as natural boundaries. This also moves the community of Doe Bank (around Norfolk Road and
Rocklands Drive) into the Roughley Ward where it belongs.
Sutton Roughley:
This ward needs major changes with the proposed ward being two completely different
communities. The proposals have a Roughley Ward with the communities of Roughley, Harvest
Fields and Moor Hall and the wholly separate and barely connected areas of half of Whitehouse
Common and half of the Defence Estates. These two completely separate and distinct areas of the
ward as proposed are in fact only connected by one road, Weeford Road, which runs between a golf
course and green belt land. Also these two areas are separated by the busy A453. Clearly this
proposal divides communities.
The proposed ward does not include Little Sutton with which it shares a clear link.
We propose that the southern boundary should run along the Tamworth Road (A453) which, as an
arterial road, is an ideal boundary. The boundary should use the Lichfield Road (A5127) as the
boundary to the west up to Four Oaks station which runs off a roundabout. On one side of the
Lichfield Road are a small run of houses and the relatively small estate of Doe Bank. On the other is
the private Four Oaks Estate (also known as Four Oaks Park) and thus the Lichfield Road seems a
suitable place to run the boundary, finishing at the junction of the A5127 and the A453.
By making these adjustments, we would create a new ward of Whitehouse Common.
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Mukhtiar Bains

Mukhtiar Bains
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Birm ingham Dis t ric t
P er sonal Detai l s:
N am e:

Peter Baker

E-m ail:
P ostcode:
Organ isation N am e:

Comment tex t:
It seems very odd and inappropriate to include Middlemore road Northfield in a distant arm of Kings
Norton North whereas roads parallel to Middlemore rd are more suitably included in West Heath ward.
I think Middlemore rd should also be included in West Heath ward. Perhaps a boundary between West
Heath and Kings Norton would be more suitable along Staple Lodge rd.

U pl oaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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From:
Sent: 11 June 2016 16:28
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Re: Consultation on further recommendations for Birmingham City Council

11th June 2016.
Dear Sir or Madam,
Re: Consultation on further recommendations for Birmingham City Council
I am writing to you to express my opinions about the boundaries within Birmingham, more specifically the
boundaries of Harborne and Quinton wards.
My neighbourhood is currently assigned to Quinton ward, despite having been recognised as part of
Harborne ward up until 2004. It is the belief of myself, and a number of other local residents, that our
neighbourhood is more closely associated with Harborne ward and as such, should be realigned with
Harborne.
Historically, my neighbourhood has always been part of Harborne village ‐ Selcroft Avenue was a part of
the village before Harborne even became a part of Birmingham, in 1891. Nowadays, it is even separated
from the rest of Quinton by the West Boulevard, a four‐lane highway, making this realignment with
Quinton seem incredibly forced. On the other hand, the neighbourhood is right next to Harborne Golf Club
and merely a short stroll away from Harborne High Street. Where is the logic in assigning us to a ward that
we are geographically further from?
The issue is complicated by the boundaries of the split: Tennal road, named after the historic Tennal Hall,
is split down the middle, with one side remaining in the Harborne ward and the other side having been
assigned to the Quinton ward ‐ a fact which understandably causes a great deal of (unnecessary)
confusion. I notice that the majority of residents and local businesses have retained the use of 'Harborne'
in their addresses. One may ask why this change was carried out, especially since the switch seems to have
had no tangible benefits and questionable effectiveness.
Whilst I appreciate that the switch has already been carried out, and that our neighbourhood has officially
been a part of Quinton ward for over a decade now, I implore you to reconsider. A decade has shown that
37

the relocation has not been taken up by local residents, many of whom are actively opposed to it. Now
would be an ideal time to consider a redrawing of boundaries.
I note that the Boundary review has already listened to the opinions of residents of Wentworth Way,
deciding to return their neighbourhood to the Harborne ward; I ask only that you listen also to the
residents of our neighbourhood and consider our opinions and interests.
Yours faithfully,
Roy Ball
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Birm ingham Dis t ric t
P er sonal Detai l s:
N am e:

Catherine Grylls

E-m ail:
P ostcode:
Organ isation N am e: Balsall Heath and Edgbaston Churches

Comment tex t:

U pl oaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/8426
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-----Original Message----From: haleema bano [mailto:
Sent: 16 June 2016 07:41
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: B5 Edgbaston
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Birm ingham Dis t ric t
P er sonal Detai l s:
N am e:

Anna Barlow

E-m ail:
P ostcode:
Organ isation N am e:

Comment tex t:
I am a house owner between 213-247 wake green road and disappointed that our houses will no longer be
in Moseley. The title deeds to our house state moseley. We are opposite moseley bog, which is central to
moseley. We are less than a mile from moseley and our children attend the schools there. Houses
numbered 246-297 are within boundary of Moseley yet they are further away from Moseley. Wake green
road is synonymous with Moseley, it is illogical to separate the road. I am a Moseley resident and contribute
and support to Moseley life, we made a conscious decision to live and be part of Moseley and I want to
continue to be part of the community.

U pl oaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/8332
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Birm ingham Dis t ric t
P er sonal Detai l s:
N am e:

Ed Barlow

E-m ail:
P ostcode:
Organ isation N am e:

Comment tex t:
I'm writing to express dismay at the proposal to reassign a group of houses 213 - 247 Wake Green Road
from Moseley to Sparkhill. Our houses have always been in Moseley - original documents from over a
century ago state this quite clearly. We are 100 yards from MOSELEY Bog. My garden is a stone's throw (or
more likely a cricket ball's throw) from MOSELEY School and its playing fields My son attends a nursery in
MOSELEY As a community we associate with MOSELEY. We shop there, dine out there, socialise there. We
always have and always will - Sparkhill is not where we go Houses 249 - 267 are designated as MOSELEY despite being further from MOSELEY village than we are!!!

U pl oaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/8307
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Birm ingham Dis t ric t
P er sonal Detai l s:
N am e:

Florence Barron

E-m ail:
P ostcode:
Organ isation N am e:

Comment tex t:
The area I live in i.e Welkwyndale Road is at present in Erdington area. I do not want to be moved into
Pype Hayes area. My area is at present in the Parish of Erdington and it has always been in Erdington
Ward. I wish to stay there

U pl oaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/8361
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Local Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Birm ingham Dis t ric t
P er sonal Detai l s:
N am e:

Jane Barry

E-m ail:
P ostcode:
Organ isation N am e:

Comment tex t:
Thank you for the revised proposals which sound very satisfactory for my area of Moseley.

U pl oaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/8122
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From: Hardip Basi
Sent: 17 June 2016 08:44
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Election Boundaries ‐

Hi,
I recently received a letter stating some parties are proposing that my property at the above address may be
moved from the harborne ward to the quinton ward.
However i am emailing to confirm that i wish for my property to remain in the harborne ward, reasons being
i have spent alot of money on my property and if moved to quinton ward the value of my property will be
affected and this is unacceptable.
If i wanted to be part of the quinton ward i would have purchased a property in quinton but i choose to live
in harborne and paid harborne prices for my property which is significantly more expensive than quinton
house prices.
Therefore i am strongly NOT in favour of my property moving from its current harborne ward to quinton
ward.
Regards
H.Basi
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From: Sharon Basi
Sent: 17 June 2016 12:21
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: RE: Election Boundaries ‐

Dear Sir/ Madam,
RE: Election Boundaries ‐
I recently received correspondence stating some parties at the Council are proposing that my property at
the above address may be moved from the harborne ward to the quinton ward.
However i am emailing to confirm that i wish for my property to remain in the harborne ward, reasons
being i have spent alot of money on my property and if moved to quinton ward the value of my property
will be affected and this is unacceptable.
If i wanted to be part of the quinton ward i would have purchased a property in quinton but i choose to
live in harborne and paid harborne prices for my property which is significantly more expensive than
quinton house prices.
Therefore i am strongly NOT in favour of my property moving from its current harborne ward to quinton
ward.
Regards
Sharon Basi
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Birm ingham Dis t ric t
P er sonal Detai l s:
N am e:

Jackie Bayliss

E-m ail:
P ostcode:
Organ isation N am e: Turfpits Lane Residents Association
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Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright and database rights 2013.

M ap F eatur es:

Annotation 1:

Perry Common community

Annotation 2:

Erdington Ward

Annotation 3:

Stockland Green

Annotation 4:

Area covered by our resident group

Annotation 5:

Could be in Erdington or Stockland Green ward really.

Comment tex t:
I am the Chair of the Turfpits Lane Residents Association, which covers Turfpits Lane, Streetly Road, Sheddington Road and the bottom of
Jerry's Lane. We were seriously concerned by the original proposals put forward by the Commission for our area, as well as some of the
inaccuracies in the evidence put forward. The Labour Party in their submission suggested that the one shop on Jerry's Lane was a shopping
centre that people from as far away as Gravelly Lane in Erdington would be using regularly. This is despite the fact that they have a
shopping parade on Gravelly Lane/Station Road and then Erdington High Street. A single convenience shop is clearly not the major
shopping attraction it was portrayed to be. Meanwhile the original Conservative proposal submitted lumped Perry Common in with Stockland
Green in a large two member ward when they clearly are separate areas each deserving of their own Councillor. We appreciate that the
Conservatives in the second consultation admitted this and instead supported the community submission along with the Lib Dem and Ukip
parties. Our area, Court Farm, has historically been part of Perry Common, it part of the Perry Common Parish and residents associate with
the shops and community hall on Witton Lodge Road by the ring and the Social Club on the corner of Witton Lodge Road and Turfpits
Lane. Indeed Witton Lodge Road as the main road through Perry Common is currently split between a number of wards and this continues
in the new draft proposal put forward by the commission, by adding our area to Perry Common instead of the Wryley Birch area which
does not even have a road connection with Perry Common then our community is better served and represented. We are backing the new
proposals put forward by the North Birmingham Community Together group of residents which will mean that our community is much
better represented than currently is being put forward in wards that have more equal representation. Their minor amendments will ensure

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/8338
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the commission gets the main layout it is suggesting but residents get the exact borders they would recognise. Thank you

U pl oaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/8338
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Birm ingham Dis t ric t
P er sonal Detai l s:
N am e:

Rob Bayliss

E-m ail:
P ostcode:
Organ isation N am e:

F eatur e Annotati ons
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Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright and database rights 2013.

M ap F eatur es:

Annotation 1:

The Perry Common Area

Comment tex t:
Dear Commission I really hope you will listen to residents this time and give us the ward that actually covers the Perry Common area. For
the last few boundary changes our area has been joined up, split up, had wards down the middle of the road. It is about time that Perry
Common was allowed to all be in the same ward with its own dedicated Councillor.

U pl oaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/8339
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Birm ingham Dis t ric t
P er sonal Detai l s:
N am e:

Bob Beauchamp

E-m ail:
P ostcode:
Organ isation N am e:

F eatur e Annotati ons
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M ap F eatur es:

Annotation 1:

Oscott Ward

Annotation 2:

Kingstanding Ward

Annotation 3:

Perry Common Ward

Annotation 4:

Erdington Ward

Annotation 5:

Castle Vale Ward

Annotation 6:

Pype Hayes Ward

Annotation 7:

Tyburn Ward

Annotation 8:
Annotation 9:

Stockland Green South or Brookvale Ward

Annotation
10:

Stockland Green North Ward

Annotation
11:
Comment tex t:

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/8400
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Dear Commission, I write to you as a ward Councillor for the Erdington Ward. The proposals put forward while an improvement on the first
draft are still quite disappointing compared to the community links residents would identify with locally. Therefore I ask the Commission to
amend their proposals as listed above. In the Erdington area the proposed ward should have returned the rest of polling district CIF and
lose most of CIA to Perry Common. This would mean that the Erdington Ward contains everything that has been in Erdington since
Erdington was taken over by Birmingham Council in 1911. Since then whatever the changing borders, the core Erdington area has been
the area covered by CIB, CIC, CID, CIE, CIF (minus the part of Pype Hayes recently added and the commission has correctly moved back
to Pype Hayes). Perry Common is an area which is built around Witton Lodge Road and the Ring Shopping Centre and it would make sense
to have CIA in it as well as this puts all of Witton Lodge Road in one ward. Pype Hayes Ward should include DLB as it has always been in
the same ward and has a joint shopping centre. In Stockland Green the area could be split in two along Marsh Hill/Reservoir Road, but
even if it is kept as one two member ward it should contain COF which is shaped by the Witton Boating Lakes park, yet has nothing to do
with Perry Common where it has been put, including no connection to it. Finally in the Oscott Kingstanding area, the commission needs to
swap the bits top and bottom to represent the boundaries residents would recognise rather than what has been put forward so far.
Bandywood the north of current Oscott Ward, has always been in Oscott Ward, ever since Oscott was created. Therefore it must remain in
Oscott now. Thank you for looking at my submission Yours sincerely Cllr Bob Beauchamp

U pl oaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/8400
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Local Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Birm ingham Dis t ric t
P er sonal Detai l s:
N am e:

Rushna Begum

E-m ail:
P ostcode:
Organ isation N am e: public

Comment tex t:
No,please do not change it our boundaries because we are used to live Acocks Green. If you change our
boundaries, the prices of our houses will decrease. We do not agree to change our boundaries.

U pl oaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/8466
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-----Original Message----From:
Sent: 20 June 2016 14:05
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject:
We do NOT wish to be part of Quinton Ward, we want to stay in Harborne.
Valerie E Bell, Alan D Quarterman, Mark A Quarterman.
Sent from my iPad
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Local Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Birm ingham Dis t ric t
P er sonal Detai l s:
N am e:

Maureen Berry

E-m ail:
P ostcode:
Organ isation N am e:

Comment tex t:
I live in Moseley and I am delighted by the further draft recommendations for Moseley ward that i
was informed of in your email dated Tuesday 10th May 2016. The revised 2 councillor Moseley Ward
now extends to include the whole of Moseley Village centre, Moor Green, Moseley Bog, Moseley Park
and Moseley Golf Club. Personally, I am so pleased that my street is now just inside the Moseley
boundary instead of being in Kings Heath ward. I am so impressed and heartened that the Boundary
Commission has listened to the inhabitants of Moseley and have accepted the proposed boundaries
suggested by the Moseley Society and my fellow 400 concerned citizens. This truly is democracy in
action. Many thanks!

U pl oaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/8026
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From: claire Best [mailto:
Sent: 12 June 2016 12:20
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Objection to new proposals for Ward boundary changes

I wish to raise my objections to the proposed ward boundary changes regarding the St Laurence
Schools, some of the residential area and part of Victoria common.
My understanding is that It is proposed that these should come under Stirchley and Cotteridge
Ward - Why exactly? Why would a property with a Northfield address and post code be moved
into a Ward which does not represent the area where you reside?



Our area is unique and has nothing in common with Cotteridge or Stirchley.
It does not make sense that the St Laurence Church school (where both of my children
attend) are separated from the St Laurence Church, which is proposed to remain in the
Northfield ward.

As a resident who will be affected by these changes, I do not wish to be part of the Stirchley and
Cotteridge ward.
Yours sincerely
Claire Best

43

Cooper, Mark
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mayers, Mishka on behalf of reviews
12 May 2016 10:24
Cooper, Mark
FW: Moseley Ward in Birmingham.

-----Original Message----From: Chris Best
Sent: 11 May 2016 11:16
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Moseley Ward in Birmingham.
Dear Sir/Madam,
I would like to say how much I appreciate and support the redrawn Moseley Ward boundary in Birmingham. It is
terrific news that you are going to keep our community together.
Thank you for listening to us.
Yours faithfully,
Christine Best
Sent from my iPad

1

6/21/2016

Local Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Birm ingham Dis t ric t
P er sonal Detai l s:
N am e:

Gurdip Bhangoo

E-m ail:
P ostcode:
Organ isation N am e:

Comment tex t:
We currently live in a block of houses on the
, whose ward will -under
the current boundary proposal- change from Moseley to Sparkhill. We would like to express our strong
disapproval of this proposed change. My wife and I have lived in Moseley for over 21 years, of which 20
have been spent on the Wake Green Road. During this time we have felt very much part of the unique
Moseley community spirit and consider ourselves as proud Moseleyites. We have formed strong associations
with the people and facilities in Moseley; our social life and professional lives are very much linked to
Moseley and our GP and dentist are also based in Moseley. As for Sparkhill, we feel we have no connection
with its community or its services. Our identity, along with our house and the Wake Green Road is firmly
rooted to Moseley. This goes against the Boundary Commission's own criteria which says wards should
reflect the interests and the identities of the communities it represents. We are one of the residents who
still have the original house title deed dating back to 1914 which refers to our block as Wake Green Road,
Moseley. This hangs proudly on our kitchen wall for all to see. We would like to share the views of our other
neighbours who also have the strong desire and will to remain as part of the ward of Moseley. We feel it's
totally unjust and divisive to pick on 18 households on the Wake Green Road. The proposed change would
completely destroy and devastate our unique identity and culture that is linked in extricably to Moseley.

U pl oaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/8385
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From: Salvatore Biancu
Sent: 13 June 2016 13:27
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: harborne boundarys

we move to
7 months ago from regent road harborne b17.
we bought the house from Hadleigh estate agents which maintain was harborne,
as zoopla does on the net.we believed to be part of harborne ward and notify our address as minton road
harborne.now we found out that the boundary was changed in 2004.according to the land register,the land
where our house built was bougth from the golf club,our garden is bordering the golf club and the garden of
wentwoth way,which recently is been integrate in harborne boundary from quinton ward.we bank
,shop,meet friendes in harborne hight street.we urge you to give it serious consideration.we look forward
tohearing fom you.
yours fithfully. salvatore biancu,marilyn biancu.
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6/21/2016

Local Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Birm ingham Dis t ric t
P er sonal Detai l s:
N am e:

Farzana Bibi

E-m ail:
P ostcode:
Organ isation N am e:

Comment tex t:
The Sparkbrook boundaries are fine

U pl oaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/8450
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Local Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Birm ingham Dis t ric t
P er sonal Detai l s:
N am e:

salma bibi

E-m ail:
P ostcode:
Organ isation N am e:

Comment tex t:
hello I am happy with the sparkbrook ward salma

U pl oaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/8351
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From: NAB Noel
Sent: 04 June 2016 07:05
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Birmingham Boundary Review

Dear Sir or Madam,
The review produced shows a definate bias against the wards in the Royal Town of Sutton Coldfield. The
town which forms part of Birmingham will be under represented on the Birmingham City Council by at
least one councillor. Also the town which adjoins the green belt is zoned to have thousands of new homes
built on the green belt detailed in the 30 year review recently published by Birmingham City Council.
Why should wards in other parts of Birmingham have greater representation, how difficult is it to create
equal representation for all electors?
To have a bias against one area is not democratic,and surely if this bias is ignored, it shows a failure by the
Commission to fulfill it's role.
Yours faithfully,
Noel Blick

Noel Blick
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From: Meriel Bloor
Sent: 08 June 2016 17:44
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Local Gov. Boundary: Moseley
Dear Reviews Officer for Birmingham
(Local Government Boundary Commission)
Re: Moseley, Birmingham
I submitted my comments earlier this year on the original proposals for Moseley Ward. These highly critical comments
were sent on behalf of myself and the section of my family that live in Moseley.
I am writing to express our pleasure at the revisions and restructuring of the proposals as presented in the Further
Draft Recommendations (10th May 2016). We see that you have taken on board the suggestions and complaints that
we made and that the present recommendations meet the needs of the whole community in a much more satisfactory
manner.
Thank you very much for the hard work you and your team have done on this project. We trust that you will receive
many positive comments and be able to finalise these proposals without any problems.
Yours sincerely,
A. Meriel Bloor
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6/21/2016

Local Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Birm ingham Dis t ric t
P er sonal Detai l s:
N am e:

Zoe Boore

E-m ail:
P ostcode:
Organ isation N am e:

Comment tex t:
I would like to discuss my boundary being moved, I want to stay in the Acocks green ward. I have already
checked that my car insurance and home insurance will go up if I am put into the Tysley ward. My house
price will also go down. I am absolutely disgusted that this is supposed to be happening. I brought my
home 20 years ago in Acocks Green if I wanted to live in Tysley I would have brought one there.

U pl oaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/8482
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From: catherine booth
Sent: 19 June 2016 13:02
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: BOUNDARIES

I have lived at 35 Welwyndale Road since 1978 and would be upset if it became part of Pype Hayes.
PLEASE LET IT STAY AS ERDINGTON.
Mrs Catherine Booth
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6/21/2016

Local Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Birm ingham Dis t ric t
P er sonal Detai l s:
N am e:

Gareth Bowden

E-m ail:
P ostcode:
Organ isation N am e:

Comment tex t:
We welcome the revised proposal of boundary change as it affects Moseley. The two councillors representing
a recognisable Moseley will satisfy the three goals of the Commission.

U pl oaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/8364
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-----Original Message----From: Joyce Bowles
Sent: 04 June 2016 15:31
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Sutton Coldfield local councillor allocation
Due to the boundary changes you want us to accept that 10 councillors which is not enough as Sutton is getting
ever larger due to additional housing bring built therefore a minimum of 11 is required.
Please review your thoughts on the matter as you do not appear to understand the Sutton Coldfield area or looked
at the amount of people of reside in the borough.
Thank you
Joyce Bowles
Sent from my iPhone
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6/21/2016

Local Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Birm ingham Dis t ric t
P er sonal Detai l s:
N am e:

Esther Boyd

E-m ail:
P ostcode:
Organ isation N am e:

Comment tex t:
I'm very pleased that the views of Moseley residents have been acted on and that a Moseley Ward, with
two councillors, is proposed. I'm happy with the proposal but if people from Balsall Heath or Sparkbrook wish
to claim Balsall Heath Park and the some nearby houses, and the school, I wouldn't object.

U pl oaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/8362
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Local Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Birm ingham Dis t ric t
P er sonal Detai l s:
N am e:

Mitch Bradbury

E-m ail:
P ostcode:
Organ isation N am e:

Comment tex t:
I feel that the Sutton Vesey Ward is now more balanced and welcome the fact that Welford Road
continues to be associate with the Boldmere community, as it has been for many years. Boldmere
has a very strong senses of community and i'm glad this has been recognised by including local
roads.

U pl oaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/8062
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From: Doug Brennan
Sent: 19 June 2016 13:31
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: boundary change.

My family and I have lived at Birch Croft in the Erdington Ward for 54 Years, and want to remain in the
Erdington Ward. We strongly object to having this changed to the Pypes Hayes Ward.
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Local Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Birm ingham Dis t ric t
P er sonal Detai l s:
N am e:

Bridget C

E-m ail:
P ostcode:
Organ isation N am e:

Comment tex t:
Keep Ninfield Road under Acocks Green

U pl oaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/8485
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From: Pat Brighton
Sent: 12 June 2016 12:45
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Harborne Ward
I would like my property to be in Harborne Ward
Mrs P M Brighton
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Local Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Birm ingham Dis t ric t
P er sonal Detai l s:
N am e:

Lesley Brougham

E-m ail:
P ostcode:
Organ isation N am e:

Comment tex t:
Can't work out how to use your drawing tool (are there instructions somewhere?) so will try to
describe my thoughts without it! 1) Surely the most obvious Kings Heath/Moseley boundary is down
Valentine Road (between the High Street and the Poplar Rd/Springfield/School Rd roundabout) instead
of having an odd couple of streets sticking out beyond that? After all, the 'Welcome to Kings Heath'
sign sits at the end of Valentine Road! 2) My preference is still for a joint Moseley & Kings Heath
Ward but with a proportional number of councillors - why can't we have that?

U pl oaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/8076
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From: george brown
Sent: 06 June 2016 11:53
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Boundary Commission Boundary Changes/Sutton Representation Imbalance

We protest.
Again, Sutton Coldfield area is being short changed in the new boundary delineations proposed, effectively
bringing about under-representation of Councillors from a shortfall at 10 Councillors proposed instead of a
realistic and fair equilibrium of 11 Councillors (with mathematical rounding of data) plus due thought
for the imminent additional developments planned in the area; unless challenged here, this is undemocratic
and a clear injustice to, it seems, intentionally skew fair political representation.
One cannot help being cynical in that Sutton Coldfield, seen as a more affluent area against less prosperous
areas of the City is now judged to be ripe for a ploy of deliberate under-representation of Councillors on the
Council, and fodder politically for re-allocation of funds to more needy areas, whenever appropriate.
Notwithstanding, the additional future road traffic to be tolerated by all local citizens and if unhappy by
their clearly under-represented Councillors on BCC.
We pay our Council Tax; we treasure our social and pastoral resources, etc, but we do in return expect to be
treated with fairness and democratic due diligence.
Dr. &. Mrs. G D &. L A Brown
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From: RICHARD
Sent: 20 June 2016 16:55
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Cc:
Subject: Erdington ward boundary changes

Dear Sirs
I am submitting my opinion on the proposed ward boundary changes as between Erdington and Pype Hayes,
Birmingham. My address is Bickton Close, Erdington, Birmingham B24 0JA and not Pype Hayes. This area
historically has always been in Erdington, as evidenced by the (now sadly missing) Erdington boundary sign
on Chester Road near to Pype Hayes park. The Pitts Farm estate on which Bickton Close is situated has
always had a much stronger affinity with Erdington than Pype Hayes and I would like that connection to
continue.
Yours sincerely
Richard Brown
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From: bob brown [mailto:
Sent: 15 June 2016 16:03
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Erdington Boundary Changes
Dear Mr Cooper,
I have submitted my objections to the change in the Erdington Boundary before. It appears that you have made no
changes regarding the area which will be called Pype Hayes. The only thing in this area that Pype Hayes has any
meaning of is a once grand hall with much history but its grandeur was decimated when the council took it over and
that it is the name that was synonymous with a very large and troubled council estate. It means nothing to
residents who live there.
I attach an article about the only building with the Erdington Coat of Arms on it, this will be in Pype Hayes! Also two
maps showing the boundary as surveyed in 1886‐1896, along with a later map showing the position of the Coat of
Arms Building.
Our most famous Erdington philanthropist Josiah Mason will have his statue in Pype Hayes. I think he would be
turning in his grave, as he was, I understand buried standing up!
Please think again, it cannot be that important to the commission to change all this for a very small percentage of
population.
Regards Sandra Brown
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From: harry buffery
Sent: 15 June 2016 18:57
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Savoy Close Quinton to Harborne ward change

Dear Sir or Madam,
Please find attached my recommendation on reasons for Savoy Close to be returned to the Harborne
ward.
Best regards,
Harry Buffery

8

The Review Officer (Birmingham)
Local Government Boundary Commission for England
14th Floor Millbank Tower
Millbank
London
SW1P 4QP
15/6/2016
Sir or Madam,
Consultation on further recommendations for Birmingham City Council
I would like to comment on the proposed Harborne and Quinton wards.
My neighbourhood is currently assigned to Quinton ward. It is my strong view that we would be most
appropriately assigned to Harborne ward instead. My neighbourhood is much more closely associated with
Harborne than Quinton for the following reasons:
1. My neighbourhood was part of Harborne village prior to Harborne being annexed into Birmingham in
1891. It remained an integral part of Harborne ward right up until 2004, when it was moved into
Quinton ward.
2. Residents and local organisations have retained their association with Harborne; for example, they
still use Harborne in their postal addresses.
3. The neighbourhood is adjacent to Harborne Golf Club and a short walk from Harborne High Street
which is the closest location for shopping facilities and similar amenities.
4. West Boulevard is a major four-lane highway that physically separates the neighbourhood from
Quinton. This major barrier prevents natural movement and stops the area associating with Quinton.
5. Minton Road, Doulton Close and Chelsea Close are accessed from Welsh House Farm Road and
connected by a path to Wentworth Way. Residents on these roads associate with the ‘Harborne
Rise’ area and note that the Boundary review has already listened to the residents of Wentworth
Way, returning it to the Harborne ward.
6. Tennal Road takes its name from the historic Tennal Hall which was a major landmark in Harborne.
However, one side of Tennal Road is in the proposed Harborne ward and the other side in the
proposed Quinton ward. The Quinton side includes the cul de sacs of Savoy Close, Copperbeech
Close and Rosehead Drive; these are only accessible from Tennal Road and face towards
Harborne. This arrangement is illogical and it would be much better if the whole neighbourhood
were in Harborne.
In summary, the proposal I am making will result in better, more appropriate representation for my
neighbourhood and I urge you to give it serious consideration. I look forward to hearing from you.
Yours faithfully,
Harry Buffery
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-----Original Message----From: Deborah Bull
Sent: 17 June 2016 23:49
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Quinton ward.
Dear sirs
I would like to express my opinion that the B17 postcode area should remain as Harborne. Changes in boundary
making it part of Quinton will have an adverse affect on the area with a fall in property prices and corresponding
rise in insurance costs etc for residents.
I do not feel that a change in boundary would therefore be beneficial to the area and could cause difficulties for
residents in the are affected by the changes.
Sent from my iPhone
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Local Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Birm ingham Dis t ric t
P er sonal Detai l s:
N am e:

natasha buncher

E-m ail:
P ostcode:
Organ isation N am e:

Comment tex t:
My address in
is being proposed as being part of the Quinton ward...
house prices in this road reflect Harborne prices and so should be included within Harborne's boundaries.
Harborne centre is also the main hub for properties in this road - we have to interests in Quinton.

U pl oaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/8309
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From: Butt, Zafar
Sent: 15 June 2016 17:09
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Reviewing Officer ‐ Birmingham
Hello,
I refer to the recent proposals to change Birmingham boundaries. I refer to specifically to the North Edgbaston ward
being proposed;




Bearwood is not part of Edgbaston but part of Smethwick (and ultimately part of Sandwell, different
constituency altogether)
Winson Green is not part of Edgbaston (yet the new North Edgbaston ward proposes this)
Ladywood is not part of Edgbaston (yet the new North Edgbaston ward proposes this)

We represent the communities living in Edgbaston and attributing Bearwood, Ladywood and Winson Green to this
area impacts on the identity of the Edgbaston area and hence will have great impact in not being part of the
Birmingham Edgbaston constituency. Further considerations;






Edgbaston Residents Association has its group situated on Portland Road serving the local community for
over 40 years
The proposition proposed by us would mean that the councillors would represent the same number of
voters elsewhere in the city
The Edgbaston Reservoir binds the area and communities together
The boundaries we highlight in the attachment keep the natural elements of Edgbaston available to
Edgbaston residents
The remainder can go into your North Edgbaston ward as proposed

The boundary line should not stop at Hagley Road for Edgbaston under your existing proposals but should
encompass the Hagley Road A456, City Road A4040 to Icknield Port Road B4126 through to Monument Road
B4124 as highlighted in the attachment.
If you would like any more information please do get in touch.
Thank you
Zafar Butt
Interserve Support Services
Redefining the future for people and places
Website: www.interserve.com
Email:
5

Anything within the Yellow boundary should also be part of Edgbaston and not the proposed North Edgbaston boundary.

